1a) Pregnant *Phocoena phocoena* - enlarged thoracic lymph nodes (one of two harbor porpoise collected by CPSMMSN diagnosed with *Cryptococcus gattii*).

1b) Her first stomach chamber showing reactive tissue due to chronic parasitic infection.

1c) Fetus from *Phocoena phocoena* above - index fetal case of *Cryptococcus gattii*.

2) *Phoca vitulina* fetus from pregnant female. Adult cause of death: head trauma. Adult’s skeleton and fetus retained for educational.

3) *Phoca vitulina* - fractured skull of 90 cm male pup.

4) *Phoca vitulina* - large 184 cm male, Gunshot behind left eye.

5) *Phoca vitulina* pup - Stomach of abandoned 13.9 lb lanugo pup, empty except for a few grains of sand. *(above)*